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The prosperity of the nation economy，and the setting up of harmonious 
societies ,All depend on a lot of Talents from generations’ .however, the emergence of 
talents depends on education, An important way to cultivate talents of Chinese key 
universities is Integration of science education and humanity education. The 
humanities spirit and humanistic equalities have conspicuous importance at the 
knowledge 一 based economy ages. In particular, The humanistic equalities is science 
and technology talented person essential character, people who only with higher 
Humanity quality and scientific quality, Will it be possible to become Outstanding 
talents on science and technology fields. Because of its education system etc, our 
University Students have a certain degree of be congenitally deficient on the 
Humanistic equalities, which need to be improved through humanistic education, 
Classics in Humanities Contain a great deal of humanistic value from China and 
Western Countries. Our university students can through reading humanistic classics to 
become a MAN , to being, to be an educated man. In order to serve the Sociology and 
personal development and well-being better. 
The writer takes the present situation of students of universities in reading 
classes of humanities as the study target. Through the investigations and interviews to 
the students of 2010 session of Xiamen university. The writer finds some problems 
that the current students' mainstream reading tendency is utilitarian reading and 
shallow reading. The amount of reading is very low on classes of humanities, and On 
Chinese cultural classics reading content is extremely low. What cause these problems, 
there are strong shocks From the social economy and culture, The contradiction 
between the thought of pragmatism and conservatism and Transcendence of 
university , the vacancy and Misunderstanding on the education of Chinese traditional 
classical culture, and the difficulty on reading classics. The writer Advocate that  













practice of "high standards and strict requirements" general education Solidly, The 
reform of China's University Curriculum and teaching method, Construction of the 
campus culture advocating classics reading etc, to promote university Students' 
reading on humanistic classics, Further more, to cultivate their humanistic quality and 
improve their comprehensive quality. 
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